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Parody and related forms of political humor are essential resources for sustaining
democratic public culture. They do so by exposing the limits of public speech,
transforming discursive demands into virtual images, setting those images before a
carnivalesque audience, and celebrating social leveling while decentering all discourses
within the ‘‘immense novel’’ of the public address system. Parody culminates in modern
laughter, which is the shock of delighted dislocation when mediation is revealed. That
laughter provides a rhetorical education for engaged spectatorship.
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A minister, a priest, and a rabbi walk into a bar. The bartender looks at them and

says, ‘‘What is this, some kind of joke?’’
Leave it to an academic to start with a meta-joke*and one that’s not funny. Any

joke may seem out of fashion when it draws on shopworn formulas while dealing in

stereotypes.1 Many racist, sexist, and ethnic jokes have been rightly swept away by

progressive social movements. Other commonplaces are worn down by the incessant

circulation of modern media environments, while the social world of the stock joke

has faded into the past. Gone are the days when clerics were notable figures in the

community and bartenders were founts of communal wisdom. In the meta-joke, the

bartender is as cynical as any fifteen-year-old at SomethingAwful.com.
Yet political humor abounds: the good, the bad, the ugly, and the doubly clichéd.

Of course, good jokes are better than bad jokes, and fine wit is better than contrived

gags, and satire on behalf of social justice is better than humor used to enforce

hierarchies of domination. But it’s a package deal. To take humor seriously, one has to

be prepared to step outside the norms of deliberation, civility, and good taste. To do

so, I believe, is to do more than indulge private indiscretions. I hope to demonstrate
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why political humor and particularly its core modality of parody are essential for an
engaged, sustainable, democratic public culture.
The discursive field of political humor contains many genres.2 These include

familiar forms such as editorial cartoons, comic strips (Doonesbury), satiric
magazines (Mad), animated sitcoms (South Park), variety shows (Saturday Night
Live), and late-night monologues by Leno, Letterman, and others. Many people also
have enjoyed theatrical/improv shows (Second City) and comedic songs (The Capitol
Steps), as well as stand-up comic monologues in clubs and on TV that are circulated
further as audio recordings, movies, and spin-off books. Other venues include
institutional settings for roasts and other ritual play (the White House Correspon-
dents’ Association dinner), and, on the other side of the street, drag shows and other
queer revues and camp events. There also are artistic installations, mockumentaries
and other satiric films, parodic Web sites (whitehouse.org), and a steady stream of
video clips, altered photographs, and other spoofs that flow through the Web and the
Internet as viral media. Add to this street theater, culture jamming, caricatures and
effigies in political demonstrations, and bumper sticker one-liners and satiric auto
magnets. Also fake newspapers (the Onion), fake TV news and commentary (The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, The Colbert Report), fake speeches (the Gettysburg
Address on PowerPoint), and fake editorials, letters, memos, shopping lists, playlists,
Google search lists, diary entries, vacation plans, lesson plans, technical diagrams,
flow charts, organization charts, advertisements, and more. And don’t forget the
parodic candidates and PACs (Billionaires for Bush), and, to go full circle, recent
parodic campaign ads used by political candidates, interest groups, and digital media
providers. And, not least, the jokes that appear continually in conversations, speeches,
blogs, and your inbox. All of these genres proliferate in the US, but they are found in
many other societies as well. The titles of fake news shows are illustrative: in Canada,
This Hour Has Twenty-two Minutes; in Iraq, people tune in to Hurry Up, He’s Dead.
This not exhaustive list of political humor, wit, satire, parody, and the like is

accompanied by periodic commentary. That commentary includes reportage on
roasts, reviews of stand-up comedy acts, obituaries for comedians, editorials, letters
to the editor, and so forth. Comments are both positive and negative. Praise can
feature shared experiences, democratic virtues, good character, professionalism,
intelligence, style, and the ability to provoke, entertain, or comfort. Complaints
include poor taste, boorishness, indecorousness, incivility, immorality, distortion,
discrimination, stereotyping, unfairness, meanness, mediocrity, pandering, trivializ-
ing, extremism, radicalism, immaturity, psychological problems, and, of course,
humorlessness.
I hope to show that parody and related forms of political humor are essential

resources for sustaining public culture. A corollary claim is that scholars should not
assume that democracy needs only the right forms of serious public discourse.
Neither civic republican eloquence nor rational deliberation will do, and not just
because they are too elevated or insufficiently affective. Were every speaker a Pericles
and every discussion a model of rational-critical debate, we would be in deep trouble.
Eloquence is indeed a good thing and at times necessary and sometimes decisive, but
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even eloquence needs to be put it its place*or, more accurately, placed beside itself if
the public audience is to reclaim their capacity for independent thought and action.

Language Beside Itself

My daughter probably was about ten years old when she would parrot my gestures
and facial expressions while I was talking at the dinner table. Not a sound was made,
no critical inflection was added; all she did was replicate what I was doing. Legs
crossed, arched eyebrows, hand waving in the air: there I was, declaiming, confident,
at home with myself. And, of course, ridiculous. Why? Note that she was not
ridiculous, even though she was the one behaving oddly. Nor was I ridiculous solely
because transposed into a ten-year-old girl who had neatly subverted the old adage
that children should be seen but not heard. I was ridiculous because she had
reproduced me in spite of the differences in gender, social station, and power between
us. But even that is misleading. I had become ridiculous in my own eyes simply by
being placed beside myself.
‘‘Parody’’ literally means ‘‘beside the song.’’ ‘‘Para’’ also can mean ‘‘beyond’’ or

‘‘against,’’ as in parable, paradox, paranoia, and paralysis, and these additional senses
of the term are never far away. My daughter was literally beside me while imitating
me; she also was going beyond me by throwing my style beyond its usual vehicle of
expression to make a rough parable of adult pomposity; and, of course, she was going
against me, disrupting not only my performance but also the usual power relations of
the dinner table. But let’s not make too much of power too soon. The key fact of this
story is that all it takes to make one self-conscious is to duplicate some part of the
communicative act. Duplication of verbal performance, by placing speech beside
itself, induces the key features of sophistication: self-consciousness and attention to
communicative technique.3 Just as important, it seems to threaten what it creates: the
mime strips its target of individuality and turns whatever was being used for effect
into a joke. Thus, duplication is essential for communicative competence and also a
source of profound anxiety that runs from Plato to contemporary debates about
cloning.
My daughter must have sensed that she was on to something significant, because

she would not stop. Even if I laughed sincerely and complimented her, she would
keep on replicating my gestures. And now a more explicitly parodic element often
would emerge: slight exaggerations that moved the imitation into caricature, or
additional facial expressions that provided obviously critical commentary. The most
important factor by far was that she simply would not stop. At some point, not a
distant one, this became very annoying. Why? Surely one reason is political. The
temporary inversion of power was starting to look less than temporary, and that
threatened me. Likewise, though she may have started for the laugh, my daughter will
have persisted because she had become hooked on the power shift, and, being ten,
had not yet learned that it is important to know when to quit the game. But I think
that she also had stumbled onto another truth: imitation can become mechanization.
Her parody revealed a deeper potentiality and danger of communicative practice,
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which is its autonomic operation. As the Russian formalists observed, parodic
imitation works by turning an organic moment into something mechanical, and so
reveals the mechanization underlying the original communicative act.4 Likewise,
Henri Bergson’s account of laughter emphasized its importance as the sure corrective
to rigidity: humor consists in perceiving ‘‘something mechanical encrusted on the
living.’’5

My daughter’s imitation of my gestures was funny because it was something
mechanical encrusted onto my organic speech, and it was critical precisely in that it
revealed how the autonomic, ultimately deadening reproduction of language had
been at work and gaining strength in my serious, unreflective performance. I was
talking because my talk was reproducing itself whether or not I had anything to say
and without regard for others. But what really scared me when my daughter went on
too long was that she, still a child, was being captured by that force. She was
becoming rigid precisely because the autonomic pattern was attaching itself to and
controlling her living being. Now she was the one unable to step out of her
performance to be beside herself and reflect on the social relationships and her own
interests. Even parody, the essential corrective to ‘‘inelasticity,’’ could become
autonomic.6

The earliest use of parodos comes from the oral tradition of Greece ‘‘to describe an
‘imitating singer,’ or ‘singing in imitation.’’’7 Quintilian describes parody as ‘‘a name
drawn from songs sung in imitation of others, but employed by an abuse of language
to designate imitation in verse or prose.’’8 Quintilian is suspiciously low key about the
scope of parody. By contrast, Mikhail Bakhtin argues that

there never was a single strictly straightforward genre, no single type of direct
discourse*artistic, rhetorical, philosophical, religious, ordinary everyday*that did
not have its own parodying and travestying double, its own comic-ironic contre-
partie. What is more, these parodic doubles and laughing reflections of the direct
word were, in some cases, just as sanctioned by tradition and just as canonized as
their elevated models.9

This parodic doubling of all forms of direct discourse has yet to stop. As is clear from
the literature on parody, every possible form of human speech has been subjected to
comic imitation: epic, lyric, drama; oratory, philosophy, science; lower, middle, and
upper class conversation; academic, bureaucratic, and clerical prose; songs, recipes,
and kiddie lit; diaries, biographies, and histories; dictionaries, encyclopedias, and
textbooks; every cinematic genre; every other genre; the list goes on and on. Direct
speech always is shadowed by a marked copy of itself.
Parodic techniques involve various combinations of imitation and alteration: direct

quotation, alternation of words, textual rearrangement, substitution of subjects or
characters, shifts in diction, shifts in class, shifts in magnitude, etc. Margaret Rose
concludes that ‘‘parody may be defined in general terms as the comic refunctioning of
preformed linguistic or artistic material.’’10 With the change of a single word, this could
be a definition of rhetoric, that is, of the strategic refunctioning of preformed linguistic
or artistic material. The correspondence could be drawn out extensively.11 For
example, I doubt there could be a better example of the dissoi logoi than this headline
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from the Onion: ‘‘New Children’s Hospital Filled to Capacity, Owner Overjoyed by
Success of Just-Opened Business.’’12 Following Richard Lanham’s alignment of
rhetoric with laughter against seriousness, one might say that laughter can be the
sign of a distinctively rhetorical pleasure: the pleasure taken when speech is made
playful.13 But much more than pleasure is at stake. Parody is like its natal genre of
epideictic speech: the public formalization of language beside itself puts social
conventions on display for collective reflection.14 The parodic imitation simulta-
neously praises and blames, and one result is to highlight where discourse ends.

Exposing Limits

When language is placed beside itself, limits are exposed. What had seemed to be
serious is in fact foolish, and likewise the powerful is shown to be vulnerable, the
unchangeable contingent, the enchanting dangerous. Parody works in great part by
exceeding tacit limits on expression*the appropriate, the rational*but it does so to
reveal limitations that others would want to keep hidden. A classical example is
illustrative. Scholars now recognize that democracy in Greek antiquity was not so
golden, but it should be given credit for being able to ridicule its failings.
Nicole Loraux concludes her magisterial study of the Athenian funeral oration by

turning from the epitaphioi to the lampooning they received throughout Aristo-
phanes and, in particular, in a parodic dialogue attributed to Plato. Loraux astutely
observes that ‘‘[t]here is only a narrow gap between eulogy and parody,’’ in part
because ‘‘ancient comedy, despite its status as institutional parody, draws its
inspiration from the same social imaginary as the official orations.’’15 So it was
that the parodic complement to the funeral oration could make the Ideal City answer
to the real city. Against the tyrannizing, totalizing ideal, civic comedy makes self-
government look ridiculous, but also cut to human scale.
Plato, however, does not stop there.16 The dialogue Menexenus consists of a mock

oration with brief conversations to frame the performance. As usual, Plato lacerates
the orators with ironic praise of their art while demonstrating that he can outdo them
at their own game. Here he outdoes himself: simultaneously proving his mastery of
the conventions of the genre through parodic iteration while also slipping in
fragments of eloquence and several Platonic prescriptions about the best city. Loraux
argues that he ‘‘rejects the funeral oration in and by his words, subjecting to the
corrosive force of irony the solemn identity of an oration whose relationship with
Socratic speech is one of opposition, if not of absolute otherness.’’17 Likewise, ‘‘[i]n
attacking the funeral oration Plato is again attacking Athenian democracy, and in one
of its most solemn practices.’’18 Thus, ‘‘we can see in the Menexenus the most
sustained effort by an Athenian to distance himself from the city of the epitaphioi*a
squaring of the circle, no doubt, but one that was worth attempting.’’19

One might ask, however, if Plato’s fellow citizens would have heard the speech in
the same way. The question is both historical and, more important, a pretext for
countering the ideological bias in Loraux’s interpretation. The documentary record
does not provide direct evidence regarding actual use of the oration, but Cicero does
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remark that the Athenians had the speech recited during their annual memorial
festival because of its popularity.20 It could be the case that the Athenians were so
obtuse that they missed the parody. To believe that, however, one also has to believe
that they had a near-total lack of sophistication despite being notorious in antiquity
for their rhetorical proficiency, and that they saw no humor in the speech despite its
use of comic techniques from well-known plays.21 Most important, one has to
overlook the institutional pairing of solemn and comic performances in Athenian
civic life. Athenians would regularly enjoy parodies of political speech, speakers, and
policies in the comedies that were staged during ritual periods of civic observance,
and so it seems plausible that they might hear another performance from a well-
known dialogue in the same way. Like others who appreciated Plato’s text, they would
have valued the speech precisely because it was parody; as citizens, however, they
could not have been doing so to reject the funeral oration, much less reject
democracy. The reason for the yearly recitation must have been closer to their use of
comic drama: to protect themselves against unreflective use of their civic rhetoric.
Thus, the parodic eulogy keeps serious and comic speech in tension with one another
so that citizens can criticize themselves and yet still have their city.
Loraux provides a fine account of some of the technical maneuvers in the dialogue,

particularly of the marking of generic conventions (and, with that, the excessive
conventionality of the funeral oration), as well as the use of pastiche composition.
Not surprisingly, the genre is shown to be thoroughly mechanized and thus an
artificial form far removed from the reality of Athenian conduct in the world. Other
techniques are employed as well, including word play, contradictory phrasings,
exaggeration, and egregious euphemism. Better yet, the whole thing is identified as a
recitation of a speech written by a woman who was composing some of it ‘‘on the
spur of the moment’’ and most of it by piecing together ‘‘leftovers’’ from the Periclean
oration (236b). Thus, the parodic copy is far removed from the serious discourse by a
series of displacements, each of them involving another drop in legitimacy, and yet it
also directly points toward the center of its target: the Periclean funeral oration with
its concentric rings of Pericles, democratic discourse, and democratic government.
The key thing that Loraux misses is the laughter. If one looks not for ‘‘the semnos

logos hidden in the funeral oration’’ but rather for the laugh lines, a somewhat
different speech emerges, one that is consistent with its appreciation by a
sophisticated audience.22 In this speech, we hear of a community who would believe
that they were literally autochthonous, from a land that then had to be, somewhat
confusedly, both mother and fatherland, and who believed that they were the first
humans and devoid of wildness and the inventors of food. These same fools thought
they were a democracy when they really were ruled by aristocrats, and yet also
thought that they made sure discriminations of virtue and wisdom when they
actually were ridiculously egalitarian. Likewise, these Athenians have a noble history
that proves to be a chronicle of unending war that along the way builds up a long list
of peoples likely to resent them or worse. When the Athenian military habit and lust
for empire lead to the disastrous expedition to Sicily and subsequent conquest by
Sparta, well, that really was a war started by others, the expedition to conquer Sicily
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was undertaken to liberate them, and Athens did not lose the war so much as
abandon its plans, and in any case they were to be praised for their superlative
restraint.23 Likewise, Athens is a city with a history of civic discord, but not to worry
about that, and if its fortunes continued to decline, that was only because they chose
to let it happen.
Now this is a really funny speech. And read as such, it is not a speech that

repudiates democratic Athens. What it does instead is to remind the Athenian citizens
of how their achievements lie very close to their own worst tendencies.24 Athens did
not become Athens by following the advice to do ‘‘nothing too much,’’ but it could
become dangerous to itself by becoming subject to its love of excess.25 Athens
acquired and then paid dearly for its empire, and the recitation of this speech in the
fourth century must have been one way to remind itself of the costs and of why it had
to pay them. A polity that thrived on public speech likewise could consider how that
speech tends to become formulaic, self-perpetuating, and increasingly delusional.
And when the people rule, they would do well to recognize that an egalitarian society
has specific tendencies to corruption, including indifference to merit while being
distracted by popular spectacles.
Unlike Plato, the Athenian audience was committed to democracy, which they took

seriously by enjoying public arts that could create a rich, polyvocal public culture.
Parodic performance left all the abuses of public life intact, but it at least exposed the
limits of public speech. Parody creates and sustains public consciousness first and
foremost by exposing the limitations of dominant discourses: it counters idealization,
mythic enchantment, and other forms of hegemony. But that is not enough. A vital
public culture has to include more than a corrective mechanism. Parody not only
reins in other public arts but also spins important threads in the fabric of democratic
polity.

Constituting Public Culture

All of the media, arts, and discourses of public life will contribute to the ongoing,
substantive articulation of political thought, but parody is an essential element of that
mix. Parodic artistry crafts a productive articulation of public identity and agency
through at least four operations: doubling, carnivalesque spectatorship, leveling, and
transforming the world of speech into an agonistic field of proliferating voices. Note
that these all are varieties of ‘‘comic refunctioning,’’ rather than specific stylistic
techniques.26 They also have each received their most significant theoretical
exposition in Mikhail Bakhtin’s work on the novel; my argument consists largely
in the extension of his insights from the literary genre to the broader field of the
public sphere.27

I have already introduced the core operation of doubling direct address, but it is so
important that it requires additional elaboration. Parodic imitation works, appro-
priately, at more than one level. The parody replicates some prior form and thereby
makes that form an object of one’s attention rather than a transparent vehicle for
some other message; think of my daughter’s miming of my gestures. Comic doubling
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also introduces a profound ambiguity into the direct address. What once seemed to
have one meaning now can have more than one meaning. As the Onion announced in
a headline from its science section, ‘‘Standard Deviation Not Enough for Perverted
Statistician.’’28 It turns out that there need not be a standard meaning for ‘‘standard
deviation’’ (or the standard meaning contains some deviation). Such ambiguity in
turn introduces a radical contingency: what was given now is shown as something
that could be otherwise. Statisticians not only could be perverts on the side, but also
could lust for extremes on the job. To get really crazy, one might imagine statistics
being used to define morality or license unjust policies.
Parody does not stop with ambiguity. What begins as a binary reversal (father/

daughter, science/morality) ultimately can put the binary under erasure. The full
significance of the parodic function is evident when placing a parody and its target
discourse side by side. Before being parodied, any discourse could potentially become
all-encompassing (such is the dream of totalitarianism). Once set beside itself, not
only that discourse but the entire system is destabilized. As the act of replication
replicates, everything is potentially both where it is and beside itself. Now there are
two possible responses to any discourse: that which it intends and the laughter of
those who see it through the lens of its parodic double. Everything is left as it was,
because the original discourse is not itself subject to any change and the comic
recasting is patently ritualized; this is the conservative fact of parodic transformation.
And yet everything is changed, for what was capable of becoming an all-
encompassing worldview has been cut down to size, corrected against the ‘‘backdrop
of a contradictory reality,’’ positioned to be set aside or otherwise not obeyed, and
challenged to adapt toward the critique in order to continue to hold an audience; this
is the radical fact of parodic transformation.29 Needless to say, parody is neither
radical nor conservative, but both at once.30

The core operation in this multilayered process is one that Bakhtin captures only
with a suggestive observation, though one that points directly toward the idea of a
public consciousness. In asking ‘‘What is distinctive about parody as a form?’’
Bakhtin looks at the parodic sonnets at the beginning of Don Quixote. He notes,

In a parody on the sonnet, we must first of all recognize a sonnet, recognize its
form, its specific style, its manner of seeing, its manner of selecting from and
evaluating the world*the world view of the sonnet, as it were. A parody may
represent and ridicule these distinctive features of the sonnet well or badly,
profoundly or superficially. But in any case, what results is not a sonnet, but rather
the image of a sonnet.31

Not the sonnet but the image of the sonnet; not the speech but the image of the
speech; not the father but the image of the father. This is a momentous shift
politically. When the weight of authority is converted into an image, resistance and
other kinds of response become more available to more people. Whereas the direct
discourse automatically scripted responses in the form of the demand, that discourse
now has been offered to the audience. The father’s demeanor (however progressive
the father) implies that the child should listen until cued to speak; when the father’s
act of speaking then is silently offered for viewing, his authority plummets. An image
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can still tyrannize, of course, but that is where the laughter comes in. ‘‘Laughter
demolishes fear and piety before an object, before a world, making of it an object of
familiar contact and thus clearing the ground for an absolutely free investigation of it.
Laughter is a vital factor in laying down that prerequisite for fearlessness without
which it would be impossible to approach the world realistically.’’32 What is crucial to
recognize, however, is that laughter depends on prior conversion of some part of the
world into an image. One does not laugh so easily and fearlessly at the thing itself. By
remaking the direct discourse into an image of itself, parody creates a virtual world in
which one may play with what has been said and so think about it without direct
consequences of reprimand, censorship, or punishment.33 The free investigation that
might follow is itself a high form of the playfulness that has been made possible by
the conversion into the image. Public consciousness involves not only public address
but also that public address can be recast from direct demands on the audience to
images offered for reconsideration.34

Parody does more than just change the demand into the offer. It matters to whom
the image is being offered and in what way. Of course, specific texts will attempt to
construct specific publics according to discriminations of taste, and where one will
cultivate the slim smile of urbane sophistication another will go for a belly laugh from
the crowd. What is important, however, is that, one way or another, parodic form
casts direct discourse into a carnivalesque spectatorship. The parodied object is held
up to be seen, exposed, and ridiculed, rather than discussed, amended, and enacted.
And it is offered to anyone who might be played for a laugh, that is, anyone in the
most wide-open, mixed-up, unfettered public audience, rather than for peer review,
formal deliberation, or informed consent. Note that this definition of the audience is
a stock feature of stand-up comedy and late-night comedy shows as well as the Onion
with its ‘‘American Voices’’ vignettes.35 In these gambits, the comic quickly establishes
that the audience is unruly, mixed, possibly drunk or stoned, maybe crazy, and at
times also perhaps stupid, deluded, out of work, or otherwise deviant from the norms
of serious, respectable, daytime routine.
Several steps are required to articulate the full significance of this definition of the

audience. Once again, Bakhtin provides the key insight, this time while taking the
rogue, clown, and fool as emblematic figures.

These figures are laughed at by others, and themselves as well. Their laughter bears
the stamp of the public square where the folk gather. They re-establish the public
nature of the human figure: the entire being of characters such as these is, after all,
utterly on the surface; everything is brought out on to the square, so to speak, their
entire function consists in externalizing things (true enough, it is not their own
being they externalize, but a reflected alien being*however, that is all they have).
This creates that distinctive means for externalizing a human being, via parodic
laughter.36

By doubling discourse into a self-consciously comic image of itself, and then casting
that image before the most democratic, undisciplined, and irreverent conception of a
public audience, parodic performance recasts the hermeneutics of public discourse in
terms of a ‘‘fundamentally new attitude toward language and toward the word.’’37
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Meaning now is that which can be offered to a profoundly mixed crowd, which in
turn mandates the mixing of the direct discourses themselves.38 And validation now
is provided by laughter. To be validated here means to survive in a particular sense,
that is, to be accepted as what is revealed after disguises have been exposed, laid bare,
dismembered, and otherwise cut down to size.39

It is easy, however, to emphasize only this analytical carnage, rather than to
appreciate the prior and fundamental act of externalization. Being presented to the
rowdy spectatorship of the carnival does damage enough to seriousness. The key
operation is to reveal that what seemed to be identical with a particular mode of
articulation in fact is otherwise. Externalization reveals that world exceeds discourse,
which also falls short of its totalizing claims. What might have worked as direct
demands on an audience already habituated to the address, now have been offered to
a crowd whose very nature is not predictable. The conception of ‘‘a vital connection
with the theatrical trappings of the public square, with the mask of the public
spectacle,’’ is undertaken to emphasize that public discourse is always and rightly
subject to metaphoric transformations beyond the control of the author.40 Whatever
the purity of the discourse, casting it before a mixed audience allows it to become
polluted. Whatever the authority of a discourse, those who are seeing it as an image,
as a mask that has been revealed to be a mask, now have the capacity to judge whether
it represents their own condition.
All public discourse externalizes a cast of characters, but only parody so radically

reveals that there are actors behind the masks. Only through the shifts, slippage, and
silliness of parody does the prior text become an obviously contrived performance. As
the parodic techniques coalesce in the construction of a carnivalesque spectatorship,
institutional forms are revealed to be masks, power and status are shown to be acts,
and the key to success is not transcendental backing but rather some combination of
backstage maneuver and audience gullibility.
This complex spectatorship is essential for public culture in itself and also has

additional implications regarding its enactment. The comic inversions of standard
and variant meanings, high and low classes, ideas and bodily functions, and other
stock features of comedy all serve a more comprehensive leveling. Indeed, the single
most pervasive element of stand-up comedy is to bring the topic, any topic, down to
the body and all its desires, embarrassments, and infirmities. It is all profane, of
course; the only difference is of degree. It also is textbook metonymy, the premier
trope of reduction.41 This (along with sheer silliness, and they often run together) is
perhaps the area of greatest divergence between The Daily Show and real news. It also
is evident in many other forms of political humor, including, though rather
decorously, editorial cartoons. It also can appear in more sophisticated form, as
when the Onion reports, ‘‘Pope Condemns Three More Glands.’’42 There is no doubt
about the ubiquity of bodily humor, only the question of how to properly frame its
significance. My point is that it is the general form, at the most pervasive level of
symbolic action, of the function of social and political leveling.
That leveling is carefully circumscribed in non-democratic societies: e.g., by

keeping the fool within reach of the king’s wrath, or jokes within the relatively safe
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interactions of private life, or the festival within the ritual confines of a specific place

and time. When put into public media and the widespread, uncontrolled

dissemination that follows, comedy in democratic societies becomes a comprehen-

sively available leveler.43 This democratic sensibility is enhanced by another comic

inclination: silliness. Briefly, for the leveling within the parodic performance to be

fully effective, it may have to be disseminated at the simplest, most apolitical level of

laughter. And, as the detractors of The Daily Show, the Onion, and other political

humorists are quick to point out, much of the time such supposedly satiric

commentary is just ridiculous. The humor starts with word play but quickly

degenerates (another term of leveling) into people making poop jokes, men taking

their shirts off to twiddle their nipples, altering photos or adding voiceovers to

represent events that are patently impossible, interviewing people who are obviously

nuts, and so forth. All of this, of course, is solidly in the tradition of late-night TV*
think of Letterman getting into a tub of chocolate pudding, or of Carson’s carefully

staged idiocies*and before that of club comedy and of folk practices before that. It is

both traditional and subversive, for only in the purely silly moment does laughter

become as Kant described it: annihilating. ‘‘Whatever is to arouse lively, convulsive

laughter must contain something absurd (hence something that the understanding

cannot like for its own sake). Laughter is an affect that arises if a tense expectation is

transformed into nothing.’’44 This may not be the only way, but is it one way in which

great structures of domination can be leveled within consciousness. The annihilating

laughter at the momentary triumph of the absurd is a moment of freedom.
The fourth means by which parody nurtures public culture is by portraying public

life as a dynamic field of competing voices forever commenting on each other. As

with leveling, this is part of democracy’s social imaginary. Just as democratic citizens

are equals before the law and equally entitled to public speech, so democracy often is

defined as an arena of public debate. I want to suggest that parody advances a rich

conception of that model, and, in fact, parody is necessary to sustain that model.

Parodic imitation provides an internal brake on a process of natural selection and

corresponding extinctions in the public forum. Because of parodic replication,

distortion, and so forth, direct speech acquires a second, virtual reality beyond the

control of the speaker. That embarrassing double, of course, reveals that its supposed

better is far more like than unlike the double’s embarrassments. The parodic model is

constructed on every Colbert Report and in many other parodies, but it probably is

represented best by the Onion’s report, ‘‘Tenth Circle Added to Rapidly Growing

Hell.’’ It almost goes without saying that this lowest circle of evil had to be designed

for the legions of professional persuaders working for capital against the common

good:

Demographers, advertising executives, tobacco lobbyists, monopoly-law experts
retained by major corporations, and creators of office-based sitcoms*these new
arrivals represent a wave of spiritual decay and horror the likes of which Hell had
never before seen. . . . We’re really on the grow down here. . . . This is an exciting
time to be in Hell.45
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This parody is twice democratic: it warns against the totalizing discourse that can

result from commercial persuaders enchanting the public, and yet it explicitly

recognizes that those ‘‘publicists,’’ ‘‘lobbyist,’’ ‘‘media whores,’’ and the like are here to

stay*all-too-human makers of the public culture streaming into Hell in large

numbers precisely because they are so successful in this world.
The ‘‘Blockbuster Video-sponsored’’ Tenth Circle is not the Athens of the Periclean

Funeral Oration or the vision of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s ‘‘I Have a Dream,’’ but it is

the alter ego to such serious performances of democratic culture. Because of the

ubiquity of parodic performances, public address is always shadowed by an alter ego,

and one that is slightly daft, obviously deformed, and completely artificial. In short,

public discourse is perpetually confronted with a true image of itself that it constantly

tries to hide. This shadowing in turn highlights the essential polyglossia of the system

and so resists the totalizing tendency of any direct discourse. Speech that can cover all

things is reduced to one account among many, and not one out of many. As all

discourses become ‘‘novelized,’’ that is, as they are re-inflected by the inevitability of

their display in other contexts, the domain of public speech becomes more oriented

toward free response by an audience. Like the novel, parody ‘‘inserts into these other

genres an indeterminacy, a certain semantic openendedness, a living contact with the

unfinished, still-evolving contemporary reality (the openended present).’’46 Further-

more, one can see the hybridic, second-order, polyglot, dialogic character of public

address directly in the parody, whereas it often is obscured in official discourses.

‘‘Thus, every parody is an intentional dialogized hybrid. Within it, languages and

styles actively and mutually illuminate one another.’’47 Each parody is a version of the

whole system in miniature. Stated otherwise, each parody presents an image of the

public culture, whereas each direct discourse is an attempt to remake the culture in its

own image. In sum, the long-term effect of a public culture alive with parody is an

irreverent democratization of the conventions of public discourse, which in turn

keeps public speech closer to its audiences and their experiences of the public

world.48

This last step completes the Bakhtinian model, for at this point the panoramic view

of the field of play leads to not merely a wider range of texts but rather a

transformation of the original system. The key observations are these:

Thus we see that alongside the great and significant models of straightforward
genres and direct discourses, discourses with no conditions attached, there was
created in ancient times a rich world of the most varied forms and variations of
parodic-travestying, indirect, conditional discourse. . . . [T]his world was unified,
first of all, by a common purpose: to provide the corrective of laughter and
criticism to all existing straightforward genres, languages, styles, voices; to force
men to experience beneath these categories a different and contradictory reality
that is otherwise not captured in them. . . . In the second place, all these forms are
unified by virtue of their shared subject: language itself, which everywhere serves as
a means of direct expression, becomes in this new context the image of language,
the image of the direct word. . . . I imagine this whole to be something like an
immense novel, multi-generic, multi-styled, mercilessly critical, soberly mocking,
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reflecting in all its fullness the heteroglossia and multiple voices of a given culture,
people and epoch.49

This is a key moment in the genesis of the dialogic imagination, and it can illuminate

the conditions of emergence, the formal operations, and the cultural products of

modern literary innovation.50 Consider this last implication. Just as the novel is ‘‘an

artistically organized system for bringing different languages in contact with one

another,’’ modern literary culture becomes a larger version of that system.51 Likewise,

one might imagine that the genres of political parody produce a public culture that is

an immense cacophony of discourses organized through performance. One might call

this culture the public address system.52 Stated otherwise, the reason that there is no

Great American Novel is that we already have one. US public culture has all the

features of ‘‘the immense novel’’ that Bakhtin imagines: all the genres of direct

discourse that have been produced along with the parodic doubles that mark them as

genres and render the entire system ‘‘multi-styled, mercilessly critical,’’ and otherwise

capable of being constantly regenerated.
This idea of an immense novel is a totality but one shot through with

contradiction. The public sphere coheres not by things held in common but rather

through the constant agitation and interference created by iterating, appropriating,

attacking, and parodying other discourses. Thus, the emergence of a public culture

parallels the shift from the premodern travesty world to the modern novel. As both

the novel and public address more generally reflect the formalization of this

heteroglossia, they each become defined against two myths: ‘‘the myth of a language

that presumes to be the only language, and the myth of a language that presumes to

be completely unified.’’53 As a result, ‘‘the author participates in the novel (he is

omnipresent in it) with almost no direct language of his own. The language of the

novel is a system of languages that mutually and ideologically interanimate each

other. It is impossible to describe and analyze it as a single unitary language.’’54

Likewise, as discourse becomes folded back on itself, the ‘‘public’’ becomes both

audience and author and known by omnipresent participation in the system rather

than the authority of any one form of address. All that is needed to complete the

analogy is Bakhtin’s sense of what is achieved by this hybridization: ‘‘It is a genre that

is ever questing, ever examining itself, and subjecting its established forms to review.

Such, indeed, is the only possibility open to a genre that structures itself in a zone of

direct contact with developing reality.’’55

Note also that these are crucial features of a well-functioning democracy. That is, a

democracy, conceived as a communication system, is a set of procedures, practices,

and norms for bringing discourses into contact with one another. By articulating,

comparing, judging, brokering, and synthesizing the varied discourses of their

society, citizens become equipped to negotiate plural interests based on realistic

accounts of self, other, and a world of change. More to the point, democracy does not

have a direct discourse of its own: not critical reason, not democratic deliberation,

not civic republican eloquence. As I have argued elsewhere, this was Isocrates’ deep
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insight into the logos politikos and the most important reason for his emphasis on

artful imitation rather than techne in civic education.

[B]y locating the process of imitation (and, therefore, the best means for the
reproduction of right speech and just polity) within the culture of the city, political
discourse itself is redefined. The logos politikos is not a single code or original text,
but a creative process through which many speakers and audiences collaborate to
invent ever more eloquent statements of who they are and what they should do.
More important, no one speaker can speak the logos politikos. It is the voice of the
city: polyglot, multifaceted, and openly adaptive to a myriad of new circumstances.
It is something that one can’t even hear at once*and so there is need for
habituation and reflective appropriation. It can be imitated, but only in part; most
important, it can only be imitated, never spoken directly.56

To extend the argument, genres such as parody play a particularly crucial role in
keeping democratic speech a multiplicity of discourses. Since the city can only speak
through a plethora of voices, all are necessary; since no one can speak the voice of the

city, all are fallible. Thus, everyone is fair game for the comic’s mimicry. Like the
novel, public culture is defined not by the creation of a new, distinctively modern
discourse of representation, but rather by the historical struggles that Bakhtin
describes as the constant tension between centripetal and centrifugal forces, that is,

those forces that would ‘‘unify and centralize the verbal-ideological world,’’ and those,
such as parody, that would disrupt that process.57

Stated otherwise, parody, more than direct discourse, reveals the necessary play of
alterity in the system. Granted, it is not the only means to that end, for democratic

antagonism in conditions of relatively free speech will suffice much of the time.
Political humor also can suffice, however, and it may be necessary to ensure that
public discourse is destabilized beyond the prevailing standoffs, that competing
parties are equally accountable in their race to the bottom, and that a sense of

discursive agency is distributed broadly. Parody and other forms of political humor
are workhorses in this regard, as they can take any other discourse outside of its given
context of assertion and assent to show how things could be otherwise. The parody is
not what it claims to be, to reveal that the discourse being parodied is what it claims

not to be. This constitutional paradox, whether marked by Burke or Derrida, is
equally true of the direct discourse, but denied there by a set of interdictions to
inhibit any play of the system that would reveal its generation from something that it
is not.58 Needless to say, high seriousness and other aversions to silliness are just such
operations.
So it is that public consciousness cannot be sustained for long without parodic

imitation of the prevailing forms of pubic address. Other forms of speech such as
formal debate will also generate awareness that public speech is both partial and

disposed to exaggerate, but parody does it best. Direct discourses can succeed
beautifully at projecting visions of solidarity and noble purpose, but those same
visions can numb collective engagement and critical thinking unless they are not only
contested but also mimed, mocked, and otherwise put beside themselves. Parodic

public consciousness begins by transforming discursive demands into virtual images
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that can be viewed and altered easily. These images are set within a practice of
carnivalesque spectatorship where all speech is oriented toward externalization before
a public audience capable of irreverent responses. That projection acquires additional
potential for free response as it includes social leveling and the annihilating laughter
provoked by silliness. As all speech genres are reproduced as parodic speech acts, the
domain of free speech becomes defined as radically open because inherently fallible.

Modern Laughter and the World’s Second Truth

If political humor is not merely superficial, the question remains as to how it acquires
depth. The most likely answers need to be discounted. Bakhtin’s celebration of
medieval parody fits too easily into Freud’s account of the joke as an indirect and
somewhat involuntary discharge of repressed desire.59 Modern laughter becomes a
small consolation within a system of social constriction, while medieval laughter
remains a lost carnival of unbridled excess. In this account, both liberalism and
feudalism are conveniently forgotten. When bringing them back into the story, it
becomes tempting to update the idea that humor is a universal means of coercion,
whether to enforce a rigid social structure or the more fluid status alignments of
private life. Although each of the several theories of humor can be true some of the
time, the question remains whether there is a distinctively modern experience of
humor that has not yet been identified adequately.60 And if there is such a thing as
modern laughter, and if it is the laughter reverberating through the public sphere,
what might that reveal about politics and media today?
When laughter is distinctively modern, it cannot be understood entirely in respect

to either repression or domination. Premodern laughter is all about maintaining and
subverting hierarchy, as hierarchy is the most important social fact of premodern
societies. By contrast, modern public culture has to be defined against kinship, clan,
or ethnic identity or other hierarchical structures. Laughter in those structures is used
to enforce domination, resist and endure it, and negotiate its gaps and slippages. But
modern laughter is the laughter suited to living in modern civil society*that is,
within mass media and among strangers. As modern identity is constituted by its
characteristic practices of consumption and interaction, it depends on articulations
of difference and continual bracketing of social ascription and exclusion. More
commonly, it requires continual negotiation of the dangers of a highly media-
intensive civic environment, which include enchantment, cynicism, and disorienta-
tion amidst the white noise of circulation.
Modern laughter is a reaction to the experience of mediation. As Marshall

McLuhan claimed, media are extensions of human capability and desire.61 That
human element disappears in technological reification, only to be revealed again
when a medium is refracted back on itself. Duplication of speakers, styles, and genres
provides a unique way to see ourselves as creatures of our own making. This can
happen through mirrors, pedagogical exercises, mechanical reproduction, or other
means; parody makes this technique into an art form. As a culture forms around that
art and those it mocks, a structure of feeling develops.62 That structure turns what
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might otherwise be a frightening experience*seeing the world being replicated*and
makes it enjoyable.
Modern laughter is the shock of dislocation and delight that occurs when seeing

that something is mediated rather than a thing in itself. This pleasure is also, for a
social animal, the shock of recognition. What seems to be the world is actually known
through the media and messages*in short, the other people*enveloping and
shaping one’s experience. People laugh at many things for many reasons, but they
enjoy modern laughter when experiencing the liberating moment that comes from
recognizing how perception is actually a projection, how projections become reality,
and how people make it through this maze by stumbling forward in slapstick
performances of their own making. Think of Plato’s cave*as a comedy club.
Modern laughter does not enforce social ascriptions, but it is profoundly social.

One sees both that other people are already there in the discourse or image being
mocked*people who are behind, beside, or beyond the artifact*and that one
already is in relationship with them. Sometimes one laughs at seeing them exposed;
sometimes the laughter is to acknowledge and appeal to them. That laughter also
captures a moment of inelasticity: what was thought to be organic is shown to be
artificial and therefore somewhat rigid. Despite the constantly shifting dynamics of
human interaction, there we are in the family photo looking like every other family.
Despite the complete contingency and inevitable folly of political action, there are the
political leaders standing like every other official in a suit and a smile. Despite near-
total dependence on the press, there they are shown to be clowns running a dumb
show.
This laughter completes the rhetorical arc from speaker to audience while also

reverberating back along the medium of communication. The parodic intention is
completed by laughter*nothing else is needed. To take just one example, consider a
video clip from the Onion Network News that reports on the Army’s Bring Your
Daughter To War Day.63 The clip contains multiple parodies: the opening logo,
newsroom, and well-groomed talking head foreground perfectly the conventions of
TV news; the photographs and video supposedly from Iraq mimic the soft news
coverage of military deployment; the basic conceit plays with the feminist ritual for
socializing girls to work outside the home. Along the way, smaller motifs include
military recruitment materials and the cute kid interview. All this converges back on
how news coverage normalizes the continuing carnage of the war itself. ‘‘Organizers
called this year’s event the most successful so far. Only four girls were killed, down
from a dozen last year, making it the most accident free on record.’’ Like the post-
surge coverage in the real news, military fatalities now are acceptable while war is
treated as no more meriting documentary journalism than the ordinary day at work.
This satiric message is an added value, however; the laughter comes first and for the
simple reason that the public’s experience of war is shown to be so inappropriately yet
inescapably mediated.
The refraction of mediation back onto itself permeates modern humor at every

level. Conversation is punctuated with laughter as it consists of the many turns of
phrase, discursive splices, small imitations, and other techniques for marking the
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media that saturate everyday life and especially the political process. The editorial

cartoonist’s frequent combination of the stock images from one event with another is

a case in point: as political leaders are portrayed as, say, hurricane victims or Olympic

athletes or students on spring break, the media and the social types they reproduce

are folded back on themselves. Likewise, by applying catch phrases from TV sitcoms,

the latest advertising campaign, or some politician caught off the record, editorials,

speeches, and everyday conversation become stippled with laughter about specific

failings, while politics itself becomes mediated by a structure of feeling that is

essentially comic. This is especially so whenever the various genres of popular media

are subjected to parody. As we laugh at YouTube send-ups of commercials, music

videos, every film and TV genre, and more, in every case media are being folded back

on themselves to put some part of the mediascape beside itself. Thus, modern

laughter decenters the viewer as well, moving the spectator from an imaginary center

to the side of the genre on display.
So it is that modern laughter helps constitute the modern public sphere. It does so

by confirming and continuing a form of spectatorship. That is, modern laughter is

the applause given in a civic theater devoted to performances in which the discourses

of public life are doubled, unmasked, and remediated. As these are likely conditions

for social critique and democratic renewal, they deserve elaboration.
First, it becomes clear that each of the major discourses featured in Habermas’s

original model was a means for the virtual representation of direct discourse: the

conversation of the salons, the newspapers, and the literary works of bourgeois

reading were all, like parody, converting direct discourses into images. Michael

Warner has recognized the enormous significance of this double consciousness, one

might say, of the folded nature of public consciousness before any other disjunction

or irony can occur. Warner is worth quoting at length:

In addressing indefinite strangers, public discourse puts a premium on accessibility.
But there is no infinitely accessible language, and to imagine that there should be is
to miss other equally important needs of publics: to concretize the world in which
discourse circulates, to offer its members direct and active membership through
language, to place strangers on a shared footing . . . So, in publics, a double
movement is always at work. Styles are mobilized, but they are also framed as styles.
Sometimes the framing is hierarchical, a relation of marked to unmarked.
Sometimes the result can be more relativizing. Quite commonly, the result can
be a double-voiced hybrid. Differential deployment of style is essential to the way
public discourse creates the consciousness of stranger sociability. In this, it closely
resembles the kind of double-voicing of speech genres classically analyzed by
Bakhtin.64

Thus, rational-critical discussion depended on a process of aesthetic replication

through which discourses could be marked as discourses and then assessed and,

perhaps more important, accented and otherwise inflected in the retelling.65 Those

inflections were all based on a deep playfulness; more significantly, the specific

inflections will have been precisely the means by which individual subjectivity and the

characteristics of the national publics will have been developed and negotiated.66 If
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Habermas now concedes that the public realm is ‘‘wild,’’ that only underscores the
point.67 It also makes parody all the more important for exposing how much disorder
still remains within the more restrained forms of institutional governance. Whatever
the target and method, however, rational-critical discussion is coeval with parodic
composition at least to the extent that they each depend on the conversion of a
discourse into the image of a discourse.68

Another corollary is that the bourgeois identification of its own class position and
subjectivity with humanity in general, which Habermas identifies as the role of
literary culture in the bourgeois public sphere, is in fact not unique to that class but a
general feature of public consciousness.69 The full significance of the hermeneutical
shift from direct discourse to second-order discursive (and performative) images is
marked by the claim that human being is something only fully achieved in the act of
radical externalization. Stated baldly, one technique for creating the human is to have
it emerge as the actor exposed when the theatrical mask is pulled aside. The basis for
human identification lies in that gap between person and performance; only then can
there be a basis for ethical judgment apart from institutional assessment of
performative efficacy.
The operation is in fact twofold (appropriately enough): first, the parodic

imitation replaces a text with the text’s style (or the person with the social type);
then the exposure of the style (or type) to ridicule allows the author, character, or
person to emerge as a human figure from behind the mask. Stated otherwise, whereas
every discourse will operate ideologically to naturalize specific forms of social
identity, public discourse does the same, but with a twist. The articulation of the
human through externalization makes public spectatorship absolutely crucial to
human life. What is at least as important is that full externalization can only occur if
there is laughter, and laughter can only be assured over time if the audience is mixed
and there are performers ready to try anything for a laugh.
Equally important is the manner in which parody negotiates the division of labor

between performance and spectatorship. One might describe parody as the modality
that provides a rhetorical education for spectators. Parody is a tried and true
technique for learning the conventions of any genre, which probably is why
adolescents love the stuff.70 Now, where might one acquire knowledge of the formal
conventions and social assumptions of public speech? It is readily available to those
few who apprentice within subcultures of democratic participation such as
interscholastic debate, electoral campaigning, and legislative service. But most people
never go there. When most citizens are spectators all of or almost all of the time, there
is a need for civic performances that can provide the requisite rhetorical education via
spectatorship. For many people, that education is provided by parody and other
forms of political humor. As discourses are transformed into images, chopped up,
and moved across multiple media, their conventions become highlighted as
conventions. Moreover, in the modern public address system, citizenship requires
recognizing the limits of a wide range of discourses from presidential inaugurals to
television ads to soft news stories to terror alert codes. Every time one of these
discourses is parodied, a particular set of conventions are marked while all discourses
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are ‘‘novelized,’’ that is, made potentially subject to the same displacement. As they
provoke modern laughter, parody and other forms of political humor provide an
education in the conventions, intended effects, and limits of persuasion.
Anyone recommending instruction in rhetoric always faces the question of whether

it is imparting mere skills or something better than that. I shall conclude by asking
whether, by looking at laughter, one can discern the horizon of possibility for political
and perhaps even spiritual transformation in the present age. Bakhtin’s observation
on another era might provide some direction:

Medieval parody, especially before the twelfth century, was not concerned with the
negative, the imperfections of specific cults, ecclesiastic orders, or scholars which
could be the object of derision and destruction. For the medieval parodist
everything without exception was comic. Laughter was as universal as seriousness;
it was directed at the whole world, at history, at all societies, at ideology. It was the
world’s second truth extended to everything and from which nothing is taken away.
It was, as it were, the festive aspect of the whole world in all its elements, the second
revelation of the world in play and laughter.71

Here parodic laughter is taken beyond a merely reformist agenda to counter the most
profound restriction in medieval culture. There the world’s first truth as told through
the direct discourses of the Church, the universities, and other official voices was that
this life was fallen, miserably corporeal, hopelessly inferior to the life after death that
was distant and perhaps lost forever. Against this background of divine judgment and
ecclesiastical control, laughter revealed a second world within the first, a heaven on
earth of sensory pleasures, the simple joys of association, and the insistent resurgence
of every kind of life regardless of whether it served any higher purpose or not. First, a
world defined by a cosmic drama of sin and salvation, then ‘‘the second revelation of
the world in play and laughter.’’
But that is not the truth that needs to be revealed today. The question for us is,

what is the modern world’s second truth? If one stays true to parody and Bakhtin’s
commitment to polyglossia, it cannot be one thing. Were it so, one might be tempted
to say something like this: As the first truth of the modern world is to know the world
scientifically and so to master it technologically, the second truth is to know ourselves
as we are most human, speaking and scheming, always fallibly. Within the framework
of a world that now can conceivably be known and made over in our own image,
godlike, laughter then reveals that the knower is forever going to make a mess of
things, like a magician’s assistant attempting too much. Fittingly, this scenario’s
profundity comes from a Disney cartoon. But even that may be too serious. Perhaps
the second truth is closer to the experience of playing a video game: everyone fails, all
systems crash, the world ends, and yet life goes on. What else can it do? And what else
can we do but, like Benjamin’s Angel of History, look back over the wreckage?
But political humor does not look over the wreckage; it looks at the wreckage,

often in intimate detail. So let me try again: I think that the deeper truth revealed by
The Colbert Report, the Onion, and other forms of political parody is not just that
politics and political coverage are in need of reform here, here, and there, although
they certainly do that well. It is that the public media and democratic politics alike are
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delusional, hopelessly self-absorbed, pathetically conventional, obsessively repetitive,
emotionally out of control, and always so, but for all that still capable of being made
accountable and of becoming realistic, altruistic, and redeemable for a while, perhaps
in the next election and in any case in the next joke.
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